
Time to show some urgency for
leadership candidates

The task facing an incoming Prime Minister on September 5 th is large.

The first dilemma is how to restructure the Downing Street operation. There
are too many posts and senior people vying for PM attention and over loading
the diary.Each time Boris was criticised for the behaviour and organisation
he put in more people and posts. What does a new PM do to achieve a
streamlined operation? Just on the political posts Boris had a Head of
Policy, a Chief of Staff, a Minister of State, 3 Parliamentary Private
Secretaries. Who could speak for him or who followed up the meetings?

Do we need a Cabinet Secretary, a Permanent Secretary Cabinet office and a
Permanent Secretary Downing Street? We used to have just one. Do we need a
Perm Sec  Downing Street, a Principle Private Secretary and a chief of Staff?

The second issue is how to get the budget ready for a few days after 5
September that is needed now to see off recession and to ease the continuing
fuel price squeeze.

The third issue is how to restore a strategic grip whilst delegating proper
authority to Cabinet members and departments. The PM needs focus on a few
central objectives, and needs to institute one on one meetings with senior
Ministers to establish objectives and how the work of their departments fits
into the strategy.

The fourth is to slim the legislative programme and output of departments .
We legislate too much. Government interferes too much and presumes too much.,

The fifth is to inculcate a new Ministerial insistence of doing less and
doing it better. Ministers need to lead their parts of the public sector to
deliver more for less, to improve quality and user focus.

There needs to be a quantum leap in using the Brexit freedoms to improve our
prosperity and growth.

The net zero revolution has to switch from top down based on bans, subsidies
and taxes, to bottom up based on better products, better value for money and
customer choice.

The new growth strategy begins with tax reductions.

Listening to the six remaining candidates last night I think they need to be
more ambitious and understand the magnitude of the task ahead to transform
our national fortunes.
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